
BakTrak 

Buskers Battery Pack 
Thank you for purchasing the BakTrak Buskers Battery Pack (BT1300). The 
Battery Pack has been designed to meet the demands of the musician who  
needs to power a BakTrak or BakTrak Pro pedal on the go, when no mains 
power is available. The battery pack comes complete with a plug in power lead 
that connects directly to your BakTrak or BakTrak Pro pedal. 

Batteries - You will need 2 x 9v PP3 batteries as the unit is always shipped less the batteries. 
Any Alkaline batteries may be used, from the cheapest to the most expensive, the only difference 
will be the running time. Un-clip the base from the cover noting that they will still be connected by 
the internal power wiring, but will still allow insertion of the batteries. The correct polarity is deter-
mined by the shape of the battery terminals. Always use two new batteries rather than part used.  
Recommended Battery Type - 9v PP3 Long Life (6LR61) This specification is available in many of 
the supermarkets as own brands as well as the more highly promoted long life brands. 

The Ultimate MP3 & WAV Backing Track Pedal 
DESIGNED & DEVELOPED BY MUSICIANS FOR MUSICIANS 

Battery Level Indication - Your BakTrak Buskers Battery Pack has a small LED lens fitted on 
the end of the cover this will give a general indication of battery life. If the unit is to be left unused 
we recommend that the batteries are removed as the circuitry will take a small drain current and in 
time the batteries will run flat. 
Note The battery indicator will only operate when a power lead is plugged into the Battery Pack 9v 
DC output power socket. 
BakTrak has been designed to operate with a battery voltage between 9v DC and 6.5v DC 
Green - Batteries Good (BakTrak will operate from 9.0v DC - 7.0v DC) 
Orange - Batteries Low (BakTrak will operate from 7.0v DC - 6.5v DC) 
Dim Orange - Replace Batteries (BakTrak will not operate 6.5v DC - 3.0v DC)  
Running Time - New 6LR61 Batteries (Approx) 
BakTrak & BakTrak Pro Pedals - 8 Hours Continuous Play 
Rest Batteries for 8 Hours 
BakTrak & BakTrak Pro Pedals - 6 Hours Continuous Play 

Main Features 
Running Time 8 Hours  -  Continuous Play 
Compact Size  -  100mm x 80mm x 30mm 
Battery Level Indication  -  Three Levels of Battery Condition 
Automatic Short Circuit Protection  -  Internal Auto Reset Fusing 
DC Power Connection Lead  -  Twin Ended Power Jacks (230mm long) 
Power Output Configuration  -  Link Settable Centre Pin Polarity (+ or -) 
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Power Output Configuration 
You can set the output to either positive (+) centre pin or negative (-) Centre Pin. BakTrak has been 
designed to work with either configuration. Move internal link to set the desired power mode. 


